
Q1 With regards to the lecture "The New World (Dis)Order: Conflict in
Ukraine Ushers in New Cold War", presented by Larry Black, please

identify your level of satisfaction with the following:
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# COMMENTS (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 For such a complicated subject, Dr. Black made his presentation very "user-friendly". Please get
him back!

11/20/2017 2:24 PM

2 He was able to make a heavy and dry topic deliverable in almost an entertaining way......very
acceptable.

11/20/2017 9:52 AM

3 Even though I didn't agree with his viewpoint in certain areas I nevertheless found his perspectives
interesting and that I hadn't previously considered.

11/19/2017 3:44 PM

4 Amazing lecture. Topic is current news. I would like to see one national topic per series in the
future (such as China, Israel, Turkey, South Africa etc) if you can recruit an expert who makes
everything make sense.

11/19/2017 2:46 PM

5 Interesting but a lot of information to absorb. 11/19/2017 12:59 PM

6 I appreciated hearing another side of the issues but there seemed to be some bias on his part as
well.

11/19/2017 11:06 AM

7 I wasn't so interested in the topic. 11/19/2017 11:00 AM

8 The topic was interesting but unfortunately Dr Black did not cover nearly as much material as he
had. He spent too much time/detail on early background and therefore time ran out to hear about
relevance in today's world. He's clearly an expert on Russia and I would have liked to hear more
about that part of the "world disorder ".

11/19/2017 6:55 AM

9 Overall, very good but a little confusing. 11/19/2017 5:26 AM
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10 too much information for the time alloted 11/18/2017 11:17 PM

11 Excellent content and a great speakers 11/18/2017 10:19 PM

12 Unfortunately I was unable to attend 11/18/2017 8:33 PM

13 His proRussia bias was obvious and distasteful. When he mentioned Canada, it was to put down
the Canadian government, pretending to pass it off as humour and make the audience chuckle.
Except he was not funny nor was what he had to say. He also dissed the American government,
as well as Western press and media. He also demonized Ukraine. Now, we are all adults in the
room and don’t have a problem listening to the opinion of another even if it might ruffle some of our
own biases, particularly if we believe we are fortunate enough to hear a lecture from someone who
is a scholar on the subject, however this speaker’s presentation style was patronizing and the
content of what he chose to say as well as what he omitted to say we found insulting and
disturbing. If he only wished to provide us with a ‘there’s more than one side to things’ perspective,
he really missed the mark and came across as a proRussia tool. We were offended and insulted
by him frankly. He soured the last lecture in the series for us. In his attempt to balance the Western
view of Ukraine he went too far and omitted other relevant truths and views.

11/18/2017 8:21 PM

14 Very informative and challenging. 11/18/2017 7:35 PM

15 Too much information on a very complex subject. Hard to do it justice in the allotted time. 11/18/2017 4:08 PM

16 I'm just not interested in political topics but he was a great lecturer. 11/18/2017 3:07 PM

17 Too statistical and too academic 11/18/2017 3:05 PM

18 so informative, clear understanding of the situation and very engaging 11/18/2017 1:17 PM

19 For myself, I found it somewhat beyond my understanding. I get the need for facts and figures but
difficult at times to follow.

11/18/2017 1:07 PM

20 Very interesting topic so feel torn on the critique. Great speaker but lost me with all the dates and
names. Got the overall gist.

11/18/2017 12:54 PM

21 Very informative. So good to hear this type of in depth analysis that we don't get on the nightly
news.

11/18/2017 12:32 PM

22 Too detailed and hard to follow 11/18/2017 12:16 PM

23 Too much depth not enough breadth After we understood what was going on in the Ukraine, there
should have been more tie in to effect on World, Canada If there was ... that kinda flew above my
head ...

11/18/2017 12:00 PM

24 A lot of information to process. Question his sources Dry 11/18/2017 11:58 AM

25 Pleasant manner; he made his point clearly, and then supported it well! I felt badly when so many
left at break-

11/18/2017 11:24 AM

26 A bit confusing at times, but informative 11/18/2017 10:35 AM

27 Too much information and too much detail 11/18/2017 10:08 AM

28 Unable to attend. 11/18/2017 9:11 AM

29 A little scattered but a lovely demeanor 11/18/2017 8:45 AM

30 While I didn't agree with all of Mr. Black's opinions, I thoroughly enjoyed his presentation. 11/18/2017 8:44 AM

31 It was a very interesting topic and to hear the inside story of how everything happened is very
intriguing. The lecture shows how little the media really report

11/18/2017 8:42 AM

32 Urs 11/18/2017 8:35 AM

33 Larry Black is a "little" biased. Good delivery 11/18/2017 8:28 AM

34 was very interesting and learnt a lot. Know he was told 1 hr 15 mins but the fact it went into Q&A
time to finish means it was too long. Could see he was loosing people around me.

11/18/2017 8:22 AM

35 The topic sounded interesting to me however there was way too much detail for me to absorb. As
a result, I didn't get much out of the lecture other than the media only presented one side of the
story (which we all know is often true...).

11/18/2017 8:21 AM

36 So interesting. Thanks 11/18/2017 8:16 AM
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37 Th lecturer did not provide an overall background in the history of the Ukraine-better maps would
have helpful. Too much material was covered in an unclear style

11/18/2017 8:04 AM

38 A lot to cover in the alotted time... 11/18/2017 7:45 AM

39 Extremely informative and funny loved the lecture 11/18/2017 7:38 AM

40 I didn't attend this lecture as I wasn't interested in the topic. 11/18/2017 7:33 AM

41 An entertaing. Knowledgable and provoctie speaker. 11/18/2017 7:30 AM

42 Terrible lecture! 11/18/2017 7:10 AM

43 Great sense of humour 11/18/2017 7:06 AM
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Q2 Would you be interested in hearing Dr. Larry Black again in the
future on: 

Answered: 91 Skipped: 3
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Being a Canadian, I was not totally interested in the topic 11/22/2017 1:52 PM

2 Extremely knowledgeable. 11/19/2017 3:44 PM

3 Perhaps not dealing with quite such a wide subject. More focussed. 11/19/2017 7:10 AM

4 He is knowledgable and interesting. 11/19/2017 5:26 AM

5 the crimea 11/18/2017 1:52 PM

6 Not sure on what topic.. 11/18/2017 12:54 PM

7 Would definitely like to hear more from this speaker. 11/18/2017 12:32 PM

8 More about effect on Canada & its citizens 11/18/2017 12:00 PM

9 8 11/18/2017 8:35 AM

10 Russia 11/18/2017 8:12 AM

11 unable to answer as I didn't attend the lecture 11/18/2017 7:33 AM
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Q3 Overall, I would rate the lecture event with Larry Black on Nov 16th
as:

Answered: 91 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 91

# COMMENTS DATE

1 He gave some very interesting facts and used humour to lighten up the topic which I appreciated. 11/22/2017 1:52 PM

2 Not that interested in topic and found it boring. He know his material 11/21/2017 3:08 PM

3 I thought he did his best to "lighten" such a complex topic 11/19/2017 3:44 PM

4 I thought that his speaking style was very engaging. 11/19/2017 11:06 AM

5 Russian interference on world elections would be of interest and relevance. 11/19/2017 6:55 AM

6 lecture good, just not relevant to my life 11/18/2017 4:00 PM

7 Didn`t time his material to fit into an hour and had to rush with a bunch of facts at the end. 11/18/2017 2:50 PM

8 I think it is a very complicated topic to condense into a one hour lecture 11/18/2017 10:35 AM

9 Interesting 11/18/2017 8:35 AM

10 I have a changed perspective on the subject. That made it quite worthwhile. 11/18/2017 8:07 AM
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Q4 How likely would you be to recommend Thornhill Lifelong Learning to
friends and family?
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Q5 The best thing about the Fall 2017 TLL lecture series was: 
Answered: 66 Skipped: 28

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Stimulating! 11/26/2017 7:57 PM

2 Variety good speakers 11/26/2017 12:44 AM

3 The variety of topics and speakers. All the speakers were very knowledgeable about their topics
and their delivery was very good.

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

4 Enjoyed 4 out of 5 speakers, especially Mike Daley 11/21/2017 3:08 PM

5 The timing (date and time of day) 11/21/2017 8:11 AM

6 variety 11/20/2017 2:24 PM

7 variey of topics 11/20/2017 9:52 AM

8 Dr. Larry Black 11/19/2017 7:18 PM

9 The diversity and range of the topics. 11/19/2017 3:44 PM

10 David Phillips on weather and Larry Black on Ukraine. These were excellent presenters who were
very knowledgeable and entertaining too. They had a lifetime of experience to draw on, very
credible. Their topics were practical (not abstract such as Privacy).

11/19/2017 2:46 PM

11 Variety of interesting topics by informed speakers 11/19/2017 12:59 PM

12 the variety of interesting topics. 11/19/2017 11:06 AM

13 The lecture about the folk song revival. 11/19/2017 11:00 AM

14 Except for the first lecture, an excellent series.Great organization and management of a potentially
difficult audience. Loved the venue.

11/19/2017 7:10 AM

15 Mike Daley 11/19/2017 5:55 AM

16 We both enjoyed the music lecture very much. 11/19/2017 5:26 AM

17 interesting variety of lectures 11/18/2017 11:17 PM

18 The variety 11/18/2017 7:35 PM

19 Variety of subject matter. Expert speakers. 11/18/2017 4:08 PM

20 mike daley 11/18/2017 4:00 PM

21 Dan Dunsky; Mike Daley and Dave Phillips 11/18/2017 3:05 PM

22 Dave Phillips, Dan Dunsky & Mike Daley. They spoke to the audience in language that was
informative, interesting and humourous. The venue was bright and modern.

11/18/2017 2:50 PM

23 The diverse nature of the topics. Terrific speakers. Excellent organization of the lecture series. 11/18/2017 2:15 PM

24 good speakers good variety of topics well organized on time 11/18/2017 1:52 PM

25 I really enjoyed Dave Phillips. 11/18/2017 1:33 PM

26 variety of speaker topics, easy to understand, great location. 11/18/2017 1:17 PM

27 Diverse topics. 11/18/2017 1:07 PM

28 Only able to attend a few ss we were away. 11/18/2017 12:54 PM

29 Good variety of interesting subjects - something for everyone 11/18/2017 12:40 PM

30 The speakers 11/18/2017 12:33 PM

31 Excellent venue. Liked the time and format of the lectures. Enjoyed the variety of topics. 11/18/2017 12:32 PM

32 Speakers were on a wide variety of topics! Something for everyone! 11/18/2017 12:00 PM
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33 The musical lecture. 11/18/2017 11:25 AM

34 The variety of topics covered and lecture styles. 11/18/2017 11:24 AM

35 The diversity of topic. Some were serious, others light- exactly what I want from an afternoon
lecture series.

11/18/2017 11:11 AM

36 The variety of topics. Love that every week was so different. 11/18/2017 10:35 AM

37 Diverse topics 11/18/2017 10:32 AM

38 Variety of topics. The music lecture was a highlight. 11/18/2017 10:20 AM

39 The varied topics. All interesting. All really enjoyable and thought provoking 11/18/2017 9:42 AM

40 thought-provoking topics 11/18/2017 9:15 AM

41 The topics presented and the sing along with Dr. Mike. 11/18/2017 9:11 AM

42 Improving the sound system. 11/18/2017 8:52 AM

43 Dave Phillips 11/18/2017 8:45 AM

44 The quality of the speakers - excellent! 11/18/2017 8:44 AM

45 The music of the Folk Revival was a lot of fun 11/18/2017 8:42 AM

46 Excellent speakers. 11/18/2017 8:38 AM

47 I enjoyed all of them. I liked the variety of topics. 11/18/2017 8:37 AM

48 The weAther guy was informative funny and a pleasure to listen to 11/18/2017 8:35 AM

49 diverse topics 11/18/2017 8:28 AM

50 all the lectures were excellant 11/18/2017 8:22 AM

51 Mike Daley 11/18/2017 8:21 AM

52 Excellent topics and lecturers! Thank you for a truly wonderful series! 11/18/2017 8:12 AM

53 The speakers and the format 11/18/2017 8:07 AM

54 1. The Dan Dunsky lecture 2. Suggestion: an effort be made for social interaction ....there are new
people who live in Toronto now and do not know anyone?....before break an announcement could
be made that people who want to discuss topic just heard can meet at water/coffee bar ????

11/18/2017 8:04 AM

55 A tie between David Phillips and Larry Black 11/18/2017 8:04 AM

56 Dr. Mark Daley 11/18/2017 7:48 AM

57 All good speakers... very organized.... great venue... easy parking... 11/18/2017 7:45 AM

58 The topics 11/18/2017 7:38 AM

59 I enjoyed the Folk song lecture as well as the Climate lecture 11/18/2017 7:33 AM

60 Variety of iteresting and.or important topics. 11/18/2017 7:30 AM

61 The variety of topics. 11/18/2017 7:18 AM

62 Excellent lectures. Very professional. AMAZING job Thank you. 11/18/2017 7:16 AM

63 I really liked the variety of topics! 11/18/2017 7:13 AM

64 I was not impressed by any of the lectures 11/18/2017 7:10 AM

65 The topics 11/18/2017 7:06 AM

66 Varied topics with impressive speakers 11/18/2017 7:01 AM
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73.12% 68

24.73% 23

3.23% 3

Q6 Are you interested in attending the Spring 2018 Lecture Series?
Answered: 93 Skipped: 1

Total Respondents: 93  

# COMMENT DATE

1 Thank you for all your efforts. You have done a great job of organizing this series. 11/19/2017 11:00 AM

2 Will be away. 11/19/2017 7:10 AM

3 Really enjoyed the series. Keep it up! 11/19/2017 6:55 AM

4 I prefer a thematic approach; I don't find the 'one' topic potpourri satisfying. 11/19/2017 5:55 AM

5 Have enjoyed the two series and look forward to the next one. Thanks to all who participate in the
organization of the events. Well done.

11/19/2017 5:26 AM

6 A topic could be the impact of robots and artificial intelligence. 11/18/2017 7:35 PM

7 It would be nice to have a series in the bleak winter months. 11/18/2017 4:08 PM

8 On the whole, very informative. 11/18/2017 1:07 PM

9 I may not attend if the next series is every week. Not interested nor do I have the time to come
every week. Every other week is the most I’m interested in.

11/18/2017 8:07 AM

10 And if you move the series to mornings 11/18/2017 7:18 AM

11 Absolutely informative. Great location. Great room rental. 11/18/2017 7:16 AM
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Q7 The next series in the Spring will be even better if...
Answered: 38 Skipped: 56

# RESPONSES DATE

1 ...... there is more emphasis on the arts. I have done 2 courses with Mike Daley and still enjoy
him. I enjoy lectures on Music Daley and Rick Phillips ), Art ,Theatre and Literature.

11/26/2017 7:57 PM

2 Speakers talked about current events. Also Would like to hear some topics about health matters.
Also some topics related to Entertainment and biographies of famous people.

11/26/2017 12:44 AM

3 No comment here. I thought everything was well done. Congrats to all the members of the
Thornhill Lifelong Learning Team. Susan Walton-Perry

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

4 It will be better because it will be spring!! 11/20/2017 2:24 PM

5 noise from adjoining room a bit more controlled. 11/20/2017 9:52 AM

6 if you do it the same as last time. 11/19/2017 3:44 PM

7 Just keep up the good work and take recommendations from people who have already
experienced the speakers and enjoyed them.

11/19/2017 11:00 AM

8 The room could be theatre style, i.e. Sloping floor. Or if the screen could be higher, i.e., closer to
the ceiling. Very difficult to see screen/presention from the middle to rear of the room.

11/19/2017 6:55 AM

9 I don't find the room conducive to a lecture series: blocked view, sound issues. A 'theatre' with
stadium seating would be a big improvement.

11/19/2017 5:55 AM

10 a journalist i.e. Lorrie Goldstein, Anthony Furey, Mark Bonokoski, Adrienne Batra, Sue-Ann Levy
would present - any one of them would be very interesting

11/19/2017 5:26 AM

11 keep the lectures simpler!! You would have to have a background in history to take it all in. 11/18/2017 11:17 PM

12 Fine the way it is. My business is producing expositions trade only and Conferences. God show
Thornhill Life Long Learning I look forward to the next series

11/18/2017 10:19 PM

13 It would be better if the variety of topics continues. 11/18/2017 7:35 PM

14 there could be some musical content. Absolutely LOVED Mike Daley! 11/18/2017 3:05 PM

15 I feel you guys are on the right track!! Great job and thanks so much! 11/18/2017 2:15 PM

16 Perhaps we could eliminate the break & go right to the question and answer part of the lecture. 11/18/2017 1:33 PM

17 Fun stuff...60ties, ...fashion, exercise, sing a long, laughing, healthy living to reinvent senior
complacency..Topics on Volunteering jobs other than hospitals..unusual and possible earning
potential part time- what to be aware of - Fraud alerts possibly presented by police fraud squad..

11/18/2017 12:54 PM

18 It was terrific! 11/18/2017 12:00 PM

19 I would recommend not having a 10 minute break and going right into the question period. I think it
is extremely rude that half the audience leaves during the 10 minute break. I was embarrassed for
the speakers. I think the audience needs to know ahead of time that they signed up for the entire
lecture barring an emergency of course. They should know that they are expected to stay.

11/18/2017 11:25 AM

20 I'm able to register while away for the winter- 11/18/2017 11:24 AM

21 Another light topic can be included, to balance the more serious sessions, such as an actor/
actress, comic strip writer, or a cookbook author (or blogger).

11/18/2017 11:11 AM

22 Continue with topics including world events, politics, history, social issues etc, that we can all learn
something about, expand our knowledge about, challenge our opinions about, perhaps even
motivate us in making a change in the world. Perhaps motivational speakers would be great to
have for one lecture.

11/18/2017 10:35 AM

23 The lectures should be one hour with 15-20 minute question and answer period. People leave and
start to lose interest. Sometimes speaker is very technical and misses important content that is
more relatable. Skip break

11/18/2017 10:32 AM
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24 The speakers are all very good and well prepared. However, some kept reviewing the same
information (weather guy) and some lime Larry Black, whose topic was interesting lost us as it was
too detailed for an hour lecture. He wasn’t teaching a class.

11/18/2017 10:32 AM

25 There was no break. 11/18/2017 9:11 AM

26 Technology is more reliable and speakers like Drs Cavoukian and Black manage their time more
effectively.

11/18/2017 8:45 AM

27 The timing were tighter. I'm not sure there is a need for a break. 11/18/2017 8:44 AM

28 The series is 8 sessions and not only 5 11/18/2017 8:35 AM

29 You will have enough space to accommodate everyone who wants to attend the spring session so
you don't have to turn anyone away. You have become deservedly very popular and people who
aren't currently on your mailing list might now want to attend the next session(s).

11/18/2017 8:12 AM

30 It happens less frequently than every week. Also, I heard people thought the first speaker was
good. I don’t get it. She talked about herself and her accomplishments for over an hour. Her talk
had nothing to do with us and how we can protect ourselves. Only during the q&a did some minor
discussion come up. I’m not interested in lecturers who only want to blow their own horn. Their
topic needs to inform and educate and be relevant to me.

11/18/2017 8:07 AM

31 Speakers were more dynamic. Also, 1 hour lecture, followed by 30 minutes of questions. Break is
unnecessary.

11/18/2017 8:07 AM

32 1. a 2-part lecture presented in 2 days would add to the quality of the presentations 11/18/2017 8:04 AM

33 I am pleased with the series. 11/18/2017 7:48 AM

34 We start earlier 11/18/2017 7:38 AM

35 Political topics were eliminated.There is too much ulgliness going on in the world right now, that
listening to a lecture on a similar topic wouldn't be of interest to me.

11/18/2017 7:33 AM

36 It was held in the mornings. The lecture could could start at 10:30 and end at 12:30. It’s a better
time for learning and people could go out for lunch afterwards. Afternoons are always more difficult
and audiences are tired.

11/18/2017 7:18 AM

37 Perhaps every second wee. Spread them out more. April May June. 11/18/2017 7:16 AM

38 I wouldn't recommend any change 11/18/2017 7:06 AM
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